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“We are very optimistic 

about bC India and I think 

it is an excellent platform 

to enhance customer 

relationship and it’s a 

good opportunity to meet 

existing and prospective 

clients across the globe”

- Aditya Mehta, Director, 

Jaypee India Ltd

ABOUT JAYPEE INDIA     

Jaypee  India Ltd is the largest 
manufacturer of Jaymac range of  Bar 
Bending and Bar Cutting machines, 
it is a one point solution provider  for 
construction engineering industry. 
With over 28 years of expertise, Jaypee 
India understands the challenges in 
the manufacturing process and the 
opportunities to improve productivity. 
Today, Jaypee’s wide range of products 
includes rebar bending machine, bar 
cutting machine, batch mix plant, 
concrete mixer, mini dumper, walk 
behind vibratory roller, tower crane, 
passenger hoist, etc. The Company is 
also a leading OEM service provider 
with ISO and TUV certifi cations. With 
the consistent eff orts of advanced R&D 
unit, Jaypee has introduced several 
new models, innovative designs, and 
improvisations in its range of products.

Jaypee India
PRODUCTS
RADIUS BENDING MACHINE 
Jaymac heavy-duty Radius Bar Bending Machine 
will radius up to 35mm rebar. This machine can form 
radius without pre-bending bars, it comes with a 
standard 2-speed drive motor. Adhering to most 
safety requirements it is an effi  cient and quicker 
bender used for making circular rings.  

BAR SHEARING MACHINE
Jaymac Bar Shearing 
Machine known also as Bar Cutting Machine is 
robustly built to with stand the stress while shearing 
of rebar and various forms steel bars. Durable fast 
and easy to use, this machine gives a one-shot 
cutting operation with perfect cutting accuracy thus 
minimizing the use of labor and long drawn cutting 
process for single cuts.
This workhorse knows no stop as it can be 
eff ectively put to use for a constant round-the-clock 
production.  

BAR BENDING MACHINE
Jaymac Bar Bending Machine is a semi automatic, 
durable fast and cost eff ective machine, used for 
bending reinforcement bars and various forms of 
round bars.
This machine eff ectively increases the production 
capacity of your steel yard, minimizing the use of 
manual labor.

The automatic angle selection permits a precise bend 
at a preset angle making it one step bending process for various forms of bends 
and stirrups. Bar Bending Machine is easy to use and can be operated by a layman 
with minimal experience.

  
AUTOMATIC STIRRUP BENDERS
Reduce labor, reduce scrap, and increase production 
with KRB Auto Stirrup Benders. Our line has been 
redesigned to off er the market a solid, cost eff ective 
alternative. Rugged American manufacturing and 
improved design has given KRB a reliable line of 
performers in the fi eld. 

NEW LAUNCH AT BC INDIA
Apart from its existing products bouquet, Jaypee India will be showcasing its 
new product range and its international partner KRB Machinery will display 
the advanced version of Auto Stirrup Bender COIL FORM 612.


